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ABSTRACT

Erroneous string manipulations are a major sour e of software defe ts in C programs yielding vulnerabilities whi h are
exploited by software viruses. We present C String Stati
Verifyer (CSSV), a tool that stati ally un overs all string
manipulation errors. Being a onservative tool, it reports
all su h errors at the expense of sometimes generating false
alarms. Fortunately, only a small number of false alarms are
reported, thereby proving that stati ally redu ing software
vulnerability is a hievable. CSSV handles large programs by
analyzing ea h pro edure separately. For this, pro edures'
ontra ts are allowed whi h are veri ed by the tool.
We implemented a CSSV prototype and used it to verify the absen e of errors in real ode from EADS Airbus.
When applied to another ommonly used string intensive
appli ation, CSSV un overed real bugs with very few false
alarms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

String-manipulation errors are a ommon sour e of software defe ts and lead to many se urity vulnerabilities. CERT
advisories report se urity holes resulting from bu er overow, i.e., updates beyond the bounds of a bu er [29℄. Furthermore, 60% of the UNIX failures reported in the 1995
FUZZ study [23℄ are due to runtime string-manipulation errors, su h as bu er over ow, a ess beyond the bounds of a
string and misuse of the null-termination byte.
Our goal is to perform stati analysis that dete ts all
string runtime errors with just a few false alarms. A false
alarm is a reported error that an never o ur at runtime.
This goal is ambitious. Existing methods either: (i) miss
errors (e.g., LCLint [18℄, Eau Claire[2℄, and [29℄); (ii) yield
many false alarms (e.g., [18, 29℄); or (iii) annot handle om-

pli ated aspe ts of C, su h as multilevel pointers and stru tures (e.g., [9, 28℄). Moreover, the ost of stati analysis is
onsidered prohibitive when it omes to large programs.
This paper presents C String Stati Verifyer (CSSV for
short) | a tool that demonstrates that un overing all string
problems in C is a hievable. CSSV is apable of analyzing
realisti pro edures and produ es rather pre ise results. Being a onservative stati -analysis tool it an never miss a
runtime string error. It therefore guarantees the absen e
of all errors at the expense of sometimes generating false
alarms.
For every pro edure, CSSV allows the programmer to
provide a ontra t in luding (i) a pre ondition,(ii) a postondition, and (iii) the potential side-e e ts of the pro edure. Contra ts may refer to normal C expressions (in luding pointers) and an also refer to properties, (su h as the
number of allo ated bytes) that are de ned by an instrumented on rete semanti s.
1.1 Analysis of String Errors: CSSV

Fig. 1 shows how CSSV operates. Ea h pro edure is analyzed separately. In the rst phase, a sour e-to-sour e
semanti -preserving transformation is applied to the analyzed pro edure P. This transformation exposes the behavior of the pro edures invoked by P by essentially inlining
their ontra ts. The generated program yields a runtime
error when a ontra t is violated. In addition, the inliner
normalizes the C ode to only in lude statements in a C
subset alled CoreC [30℄ whi h simpli es the task of implementing CSSV.
The se ond phase of CSSV analyzes pointer intera tions.
Condu ting pointer analysis in a language like C is a nontrivial task. Moreover, it is diÆ ult for programmers to dene ontra ts regarding pointer behavior. Fortunately, several ow-insensitive algorithms have been shown to run on
whole appli ations of onsiderable size, e.g., [4, 13℄. Therefore, CSSV does not require ontra t information above pointers. Instead, CSSV applies a whole-program ow-insensitive

pointer analysis to dete t stati ally whi h pointers may pointto the same base address. CSSV then applies an algorithm
that extra ts pro edural points-to information for the analyzed pro edure P. Our algorithm bene ts from the fa t
that memory lo ations not rea hable from visible variables
of P annot e e t the post ondition of P. In many ases
this allows subsequent analyses to perform strong updates
when analyzing the pro edure's body. We also ompute
ertain must-aliases to improve the pre ision of the global
ow-insensitive pointer analysis. Pro edural points-to information was also used to improve the ost and pre ision of
interpro edural analysis [21, 17, 6, 20℄.
In the third phase, the pro edure's ode and points-to
information are fed into the C2IP transformer. C2IP generates a pro edure that manipulates integers. C2IP guarantees that if there is a runtime string-manipulation error in
a pro edure invo ation then either (i) the pro edure's preondition did not hold on this invo ation, or (ii) an assert
statement in the resultant integer program is violated on a
orresponding input. In addition, C2IP he ks pointer assertions if spe i ed in the ontra ts.
In the fourth phase, the resultant integer program is analyzed using a onservative integer-analysis algorithm to determine all potential violations of assert statements. Beause the integer and pointer analyses are sound and be ause
ontra ts are veri ed both at all sites and at the pro edural level, all string errors are reported. In parti ular, the
integer analysis reports an error when the spe i ed postondition is not guaranteed to hold. For minimizing the
number of false alarms, CSSV uses a rather pre ise integer
analysis that represents linear relationships on integer variables. The nal result is a list of potential errors. For every
error, a ounter-example is generated that an assist the
programmer in determining if a message is a real error or a
false alarm. False alarms may o ur due to (i) erroneous or
overly weak ontra ts, (ii) abstra tions ondu ted by C2IP,
or (iii) impre ision of the pointer or integer analyses.
As opposed to alternative interpro edural program analy-
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Figure 1: High-level stru ture of CSSV.

sis te hniques, CSSV's approa h has important advantages:
(i) Ea h potentially re ursive pro edure an be analyzed
separately, exa tly on e, i.e., the tool is appli able even if
not all the sour e ode is available (e.g., library fun tions).
(ii) Contra ts o er user ontrol in a way similar to \design
by ontra t" [25℄. In parti ular, it enables CSSV to more
e e tively lo ate the a tual sour e lo ation in whi h the error o urs. (iii) Contra ts an improve the pre ision of the
analysis by providing information whi h an be hard to stati ally infer via an interpro edural analysis. (iv) By using the
ontra ts to analyze pro edure alls, CSSV applies a rather
pre ise intrapro edural algorithm to redu e false alarms.
1.2 The Burden of Contracts

Contra ts exert additional burden on the programmer. In
the ase of CSSV, this de ien y is minimized be ause the
pre- and post- onditions need not des ribe the pro edure's
omplete behavior. In parti ular, pointer information is automati ally olle ted by CSSV, and therefore ontra ts usually omit information about how pointers are used. Moreover, unlike tools su h as Eau Claire and LCLint, CSSV does
not require annotations within the ode itself su h as loop
invariants. Also, unlike these unsound approa hes, sin e
CSSV is sound, with any given ontra t, runtime errors annot go undete ted. Depending on the ontra ts, errors will
be identi ed when analyzing the body of the pro edure or
at the pro edure invo ations. Of ourse, when a pro edure's
ode is omitted su h as in the ase of library fun tions, CSSV
assume its ontra t is orre t and an not verify it.
Interpro edural modi ation side-e e t analysis algorithms
already exist (e.g., [27℄). They an generate automati ally
the modify lause. Therefore, it is always possible to run

CSSV with va uous ontra ts in luding only the side-e e t
and a true pre- and post- ondition.
This paper presents preliminary algorithms for automatially strengthening the pre- and post- onditions. The e e tiveness of these algorithms is measured by omparing the
number of false alarms obtained: (i) with the va uous ontra ts, (ii) when using automati ally derived ontra ts, and
(iii) when using manually provided ontra ts.
The derivation pro edure uses a forward sound integeranalysis algorithm alled ASPost to ompute an Approximation to the Strongest Post ondition of the integer program. Similarly, a ba kward sound integer-analysis algorithm alled AWPre is used to ompute an Approximation
to the Weakest liberal Pre ondition [7℄. The generated postondition (pre ondition) is not ne essarily the strongest beause information is lost during the stati integer analysis.
Both ASPost and AWPre yield integer onditions. Therefore, the pro ess an be repeated iteratively by running the
derivation pro ess given the generated integer onditions
and further restri ting the existing pre ondition (post ondition).
We also present a onservative method that uses the proedural points-to information to onvert an integer expression for post ondition (pre ondition) into a C expression
that an be used to strengthen the initial ontra t.
1.3 Main Results

The ontributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

 A onservative stati -analysis algorithm for dete ting

string runtime errors is presented. The algorithm redu es the problem of he king string manipulation to
that of he king integer manipulations|a problem for

whi h well-known solutions exist. In omparison to our
previous algorithm, presented in [9℄, it handles the full
spe trum of C language onstru ts, in luding dynamially allo ated stru tures, multilevel arrays, multilevel
pointers, fun tion pointers, and asting. In addition,
this algorithm is an order of magnitude better in its
asymptoti time and spa e requirements.

 Preliminary program-analysis algorithms for strength-

ening pre- and post- onditions are presented. The algorithms redu e the burden on the programmer. They
analyze the input pro edure using existing (potentially
va uous) ontra ts and yield a new, more restri tive,
ontra t for this pro edure.

 We have implemented CSSV using the AST-Tooklit [22℄,
CoreC, the Golf pointer analysis [4, 5℄, and the polyhedra integer analysis of [3℄ from [14℄. We have applied the implementation to real-life programs. CSSV
veri ed an intri ate string library from EADS Airbus yielding only 6 false alarms. In the appli ation
xwrites, part of web2 , CSSV un overed 8 errors with
2 false alarms. Finally, we implemented the derivation
algorithms and applied them to automati ally generate pre- and post- onditions. The results show that
in some ases it derived ontra ts equivalent to the
manually spe i ed ones.

1.4 Outline of the Rest of this Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2
introdu es CoreC, a ontra t language, a running example, and an instrumented on rete semanti s. Se tion 3 des ribes CSSV. Se tion 4 des ribes the ontra t derivation
algorithms. Se tion 5 des ribes the prototype implementation and the experimental results. Se tion 6 dis usses related work, and Se tion 7 on ludes the paper.
2.

BACKGROUND

2.1 CoreC

CoreC is a subset of C with the following restri tions:

(i) Control- ow statements are either if, goto , break or
ontinue; (ii) expressions are side-e e t free and annot be
nested; (iii) all assignments are statements; (iv) de larations
do not have initializations; (v) address-of formal variables is
not allowed. An algorithm for transforming C programs to
CoreC is presented in [30℄. Given a C program, it generates
an equivalent CoreC program by adding new temporaries.
CSSV is de ned and implemented for CoreC. In the rest of
this paper, CoreC is used instead of C.
2.2 Contracts

Contra ts are used to des ribe expe ted inputs, side-e e ts,
and expe ted output of fun tions. In this paper, we write
ontra ts in the style of Lar h [19℄. Our implementation a tually supports a more general exe utable language similar
to [24℄, whi h an in lude loops. Contra ts are spe i ed in
the .h le. Every prototype de laration of a fun tion f has
the form:

htypei f (   ) requires hei
modi es hei; hei; : : : ; hei
ensures hei;
de ning the pre ondition required to hold whenever f is invoked, the side-e e ts of the fun tion f, i.e., the obje ts that
may be modi ed during invo ations of f, and the post ondition that is guaranteed to hold on the modi ed obje ts.
Here, hei is a C expression, without fun tion alls, over
global variables and the arguments of f. We allow attributes
of the form de ned in Table 1 and displayed in Fig. 2. A
designated variable return value denotes the return value
of f. The spe ial syntax dheiepre denotes the value of hei
when f is invoked. Although not required, the ontra t
me hanism enables spe ifying pointer values. In addition
two shorthand expressions are allowed: (i) string(arg) |
indi ating that arg points to a null-terminated string, and
(ii) is within bounds(arg) | indi ating that arg points
within the bounds of a bu er.

Attribute Intended Meaning
exp.base
exp.o set
exp.is nullt
exp.strlen
exp.allo

The base address of exp
The o set of exp, i.e., exp - exp.base
Is exp pointing to a null-terminated string?
The length of the string pointed-to by exp
The number of bytes allo ated from exp

Table 1: Attributes in the ontra t language.
exp.alloc
exp.offset
...

exp.
strlen
...

0

...

exp.
base
exp

Figure 2: Graphi al representation of ontra tlanguage attributes.
2.3 Running Example

The CoreC version of fun tion RTC Si SkipLine from EADS
Airbus (SkipLine for short) is shown in Fig. 3. SkipLine
inserts NbLine newline hara ters starting at the lo ation
pointed-to by *PtrEndText, appends a null-termination hara ter and sets *PtrEndText to point to the end of the string.
A ontra t for SkipLine is shown in Fig. 4. The preondition demands that upon entry: *PtrEndText points to
within the bounds of a bu er; the allo ation spa e from the
lo ation *PtrEndText is greater than NbLine; and, NbLine
is at least zero. The fun tion may modify the *PtrEndText
pointer and the bu er pointed-to by *PtrEndText. The
post ondition indi ates that *PtrEndText points to a nullterminated string of length zero, and its value is advan ed
by NbLine bytes.
Due to multi-level pointer indire tions, destru tive updates, and pointer arithmeti , it is rather hallenging to verify the absen e of errors in this fun tion. CSSV is able to
verify stati ally the absen e of string errors in this fun tion,
without reporting any false alarm.
The toy main pro edure, shown in Fig. 3, alls SkipLine
to insert a newline hara ter, reads input from the stan-

void SkipLine(int NbLine, har** PtrEndText)

f

[1℄
[2℄
[3℄
[4℄
[5℄
[6℄
[7℄
[8℄
[9℄
[10℄
[11℄

int indi e;
har* PtrEndLo ;
indi e=0;
begin loop:
if (indi e>=NbLine) goto end loop;
PtrEndLo = *PtrEndText
*PtrEndLo = 'nn';
*PtrEndText = PtrEndLo + 1;
indi e = indi e + 1;
goto begin loop;
end loop:
PtrEndLo = *PtrEndText
*PtrEndLo = 'n0'; g

void main()

f

[1℄
[2℄
[3℄
[4℄
[5℄

har buf[SIZE℄; har *r, *s;
r = buf;
SkipLine(1,&r);
fgets(r,SIZE-1,stdin);
s = r + strlen(r);
SkipLine(1,&s); g

Figure 3: SkipLine, a string manipulation fun tion
from EADS Airbus with a toy main fun tion.

dard input, and on atenates an additional newline by alling SkipLine again. This pro edure has an o -by-one error.
In the ase of a user input of length SIZE-1, buf is full and
there is no spa e for the additional newline. CSSV dete ts
this error in main without reporting any false alarm.
There is a strong orrelation between the ontra ts and
the messages reported. However, errors do not go undete ted. For example, omitting NbLine >= 0 from the preondition yields an error message during the analysis of
SkipLine. The message indi ates that the post ondition
*PtrEndText == d*PtrEndText epre + NbLine

may not hold. Interestingly, the ounter-example produ ed
by CSSV for this message shows that this post ondition does
not hold when the value of NbLine is negative.
Providing a stronger pre ondition than the weakest preondition an yield error messages on a pro edure invo ation. For example, requiring that *PtrEndText points-to a

Cast operation is another well-de ned feature but has many

void SkipLine(int NbLine, har** PtrEndText)
requires is within bounds(*PtrEndText) &&
*PtrEndText.allo > NbLine && NbLine >= 0
modi es *PtrEndText.strlen,
*PtrEndText.is nullt, *PtrEndText
ensures *PtrEndText.is nullt &&
*PtrEndText.strlen == 0 &&
*PtrEndText == d*PtrEndTextepre + NbLine ;
Figure 4: A ontra t for SkipLine.

null-terminated string will ause an error message regarding
the all to SkipLine at line [2℄ of main.
2.4 Instrumented Concrete Semantics

The C programming language does not de ne semanti s
for C programs. In the ANSI-C standard there is an informal notion of de ned and unde ned behavior. However, the
exa t behavior an hange, and often does, from one implementation of a ompiler to another. Due to the following
features of the language, it is not trivial to de ne semanti s
for C:
The address-of operation enables to hange a variable's

value without assigning to the variable. It also endures
pointers to invisible variables.
Allo ation (dynami and stati ) routines of C provide an

unformatted ontiguous memory lo ations, while from
the semanti point of view there is a \hierar hy" of
obje ts where one obje t may ontain obje ts of different types. Moreover, obje ts are type-less providing
exibility, where a lo ation an be a essed a ording
to di erent types. However, this auses diÆ ultly in
de ning and he king the legitima y of a esses.

un lear out omes. Moreover, a single lo ation an be
a esses (read or written) a ording to di erent types.
In this se tion, we sket h an instrumented operational semanti s for C that veri es the absen e of out-of-bound violations while allowing pointer arithmeti , destru tive updates
and asting. The general idea is to de ne a non-standard
low-level semanti s that expli itly represents the base address of every memory lo ation and the allo ated size starting from the base address. In [8℄, the soundness of CSSV
is proved with respe ts to this operational semanti s. This
semanti s provides the foundation of CSSV's abstra t interpretation.

Definition 2.1.

A on rete state at a pro edure P
is a tuple: state\ = (L\ ; BA\ ; aSize\ ; lo \ ; st\ ; numBytes\ ; base \ )
where:

 L\ is a

allo ated lo ations.

 BA\  L\ is the set of base addresses in L\ .


is frequently used and has a dened result. However, he king its validity is impossible without additional instrumented information.

Pointer arithmeti

aSize\ : BA\ ! N de nes the allo ation size in bytes of
the memory region starting at a base address.



lo \ : visvarP

! BA\

maps variables into their as-

signed global or sta k lo ations (whi h is always a base
address).



st\ : L\ ! val de nes the memory ontent, where

val = funinit ; unde ned g [ primitive [ L\
is the set of possible values. The value uninit represents uninitialized values; unde ned represents results
from illegal memory a esses; primitive refers to the

\Big" L-values operations enables read and write of

a number of primitives a ording to the type of an
operand.

nite set of all stati , sta k, and dynami ally

set of C primitive type values.



numBytes\ : L\ ! N de nes for ea h lo ation the number of bytes of the value stored starting at the lo ation.



base \ : L\
dress.

! BA\ maps every lo ation to its base ad-

NbLine

PtrEndText

s

1
4

indice
0
4

4

4

PtrEndLoc
uninit
4

r

buf
\n h e l

l o \0 ...

SIZE
4

Figure 5: A on rete state arising at entry to
SkipLine invoked by the se ond all from main. For
larity, the allo ation size of buf is only shown symboli ally.

whi h is a four-byte value, and that the se ond byte of buf
ontains the hara ter 'h'.
The asso iation of the number of bytes with lo ations enables us to handle ases where a lo ation is a essed through
di erent types. Spe i ally, writing a lo ation as one type
and later reading it as a di erent size type results in the
unde ned value.

Definition 2.2.

A on rete state (L\ ; BA\ ; aSize\ ; lo \ ; st\ ;
numBytes\ ; base \ ) is admissible if for every lo ation l\ 2 L\
su h that
st\ (l\ ) 6= unde ned

A on rete state that arises at entry to SkipLine when invoked by the se ond all in main is shown in Fig. 5. Ea h box
represents an allo ated memory region starting at a baseaddress. We draw ontiguous memory lo ations as boxes
and display their allo ation sizes underneath the boxes. Here,
we assume that integers and pointers are four-byte long and
a hara ter is one-byte long. We draw a variable v above
a box whose base address is lo \ (v). The value inside ea h
box shows the orresponding store ontent. Pointer values
are drawn as edges.
Intuitively, the state keeps tra k of the set of allo ated
lo ations (L\ ). The origin lo ation of ea h memory region
that is guaranteed to be ontiguous is in BA\ . The use of the
aSize\ and base \ mappings allows the semanti s to validate
that pointer arithmeti and dereferen es are within bounds.
In order to handle destru tive update to a variable via the
address-of operation, lo \ represents the address of variables,
and st\ maps lo ations into their values. For example, the
pointer to s is des ribed as a pointer to a lo ation whi h is
lo \ (s). Our on rete example ontains, among others, the
following interesting mappings:
st\ (lo \ (PtrEndText))
= lo \ (s)
numBytes\ (lo \ (PtrEndText )) = 4
st\ (lo \ (buf) + 1)
= 'h'

numBytes\ (lo \ (buf) + 1)

= 1

indi ating that PtrEndText points-to the sta k lo ation of s

then
st\ (l\ + i) = unde ned ; 1
:9l0 \ < l\ : st\ (l0 \ ) 6= unde ned

 i < numBytes\ (l \ ) ^
^ l \ < l 0\ + numBytes\ (l 0\ )

Thus an admissible state does not ontain any \overlapping"
ontents. Our semanti s only yields admissible states. This
is a hieved by de ning the semanti s of assignments to set
to unde ned all mapping that are overwritten.
L-values and R-values on C expressions an be de ned
by straightforward stru tural indu tion. In parti ular for a
pointer variable p, we de ne the L-value and the R-value,
denoted as lp and rp, respe tively, as follows:
lp (state\ ) def
= lo \ (p)
rp (state\ ) def
= st\ (lp (state\ ))
= st\ (lo (p))

We de ne a fun tion, index \ , to reason about the displa ement of a lo ation from its base. Formally,
index \ :
L\ ! N
index \ (l\ ) def
= l\ base \ (l\ )

With the additional information of aSize\ , base \ , the R-value
of an attribute is easily de ned. In parti ular the R-value
of the attribute p.offset is index \ (rp (state\ )).
Con rete states represent stru tures using sets of base addresses. Ea h eld is asso iated with a unique base, b\ , and

aSize\ (b\ ) is the size of the eld. By abstra ting this se-

manti s, CSSV veri es that there are no a esses that use
pointer arithmeti to ross eld bounds.
3.

CSSV

CSSV analyzes ea h pro edure separately. We refer to the
analyzed pro edure as P . CSSV he ks for three kinds of errors: (i) ANSI-C violations related to strings, su h an a ess
out of bounds. (ii) Violations of pre- and post- onditions of
pro edures as required by the provided ontra ts. When a
pro edure is invoked, the allee's pre ondition is he ked.
At the end of P , P 's post ondition is he ked. (iii) Our
analysis he ks ertain leanness onditions that orrespond
to good programming style. In parti ular, it validates that
all a esses are before the null-termination byte, if it exists.
3.1 Technical Overview

Pointers and integers intera t in a non-trivial way, espeially in the C programming language. For example, it is
non-trivial to he k the safety of the expression
*PtrEndText = 'nn'

in line [5℄ of SkipLine, i.e., that the pointer *PtrEndText is
within bounds. CSSV infers the relationships between the
o set of *PtrEndText, the allo ation size of its base address,
and the integer variables indi e and NbLine needed to verify the safety of this destru tive update. As we shall see,
our algorithm stati ally veri es su h inequalities by ombining a pointer-analysis algorithm that dete ts pointers to
the same base address, with an integer-analysis algorithm
that dete ts o set relationships among pointers. The o set
of a pointer is the index of the lo ation it points to. Of
ourse, in ontrast to the on rete semanti s, the abstra t
semanti s summarizes many on rete lo ations by a single
abstra t lo ation. It also maintains the potential points-torelationships between these addresses.
CSSV applies a whole program ow-insensitive pointer
analysis to dete t stati ally whi h pointers may point to

the same base address. In parti ular, for every fun tion,
it provides a summary of all of its alling ontexts. In
prin iple, a onservative analysis an utilize this information and analyze a fun tion with all possible alling ontexts. However, this an yield many false alarms. For example, the whole-program analysis of SkipLine yields that
PtrEndText may point to either s or r. Conservatively analyzing the fun tion's body with the two alling ontexts,
requires treating updates to integer properties su h as the
o set of *PtrEndText as weak updates. Therefore, the analysis will fail to show that the post ondition holds. As a
result, a false alarm will be issued. CSSV avoids this false
alarm by performing strong updates in ertain ases. The
main idea is to pre ompute pro edural points-to information that guarantees that strong updates to the o set of
*PtrEndText an be performed. In general, it guarantees
that in well-behaved programs dire t updates through the
formal parameters an be interpreted as strong updates.
The pro edural points-to information is used by C2IP to
generate an integer program. Integer onstraint variables
summarize the semanti properties, (e.g., allo ated size) of
the represented lo ations. Finally, a onservative integer
analysis determines potential values of the semanti properties and veri es the onstraints upon them.
The rest of this se tion is organized as follows: Se tion 3.2
des ribes the pro edure that inlines ontra ts in P . Se tion 3.3 formalizes the pro edural points-to information for
P . Se tion 3.4 des ribes the C2IP transformation applied
to P . Se tion 3.5 sket hes the integer-analysis algorithm.
3.2 Exposing Procedures’ Behavior

The rst step of CSSV takes as input the C program and
the provided set of ontra ts, and generates a new C proedure inline(P ) by exposing the ontra ts of P and of the
invoked pro edures. Sin e inline(P ) ontains assert statements that verify ontra ts, the behavior of inline(P ) di ers
from the behavior of P for inputs violating ontra ts. For
other inputs inline(P ) and P behave the same.

Most of the C statements remain inta t. Table 2 shows
the s heme for translating the a e ted statements. We add
the following synta ti extensions to C: (i) The onstru t
assume(hei) that indi ates that hei holds after this statement, i.e., if hei does not hold the exe ution is aborted
without any message. It is used to re e t ommitments
of other pro edures. (ii) Additional temporary variables
named \hei" used to store the value of a subexpression
dheiepre at the pro edure entry. (iii) the ontra t-language
attributes whi h have a well-de ned meaning in our instrumented on rete semanti s.
Pro edure entry is en ountered before the rst exe utable
statement. In this ase, the additional variables are initialized and P 's pre ondition is veri ed. The designated variable return value is set at every return statement. At every
exit point (in luding return), P 's post ondition is veri ed.
On a all to g we verify that g's pre ondition holds and
assume that the post ondition holds. The original all to
g is in the emitted ode. This is essential for inline(P ) to
behave the same as P .
3.3 Pointer Analysis

The se ond step of CSSV omputes an abstra tion of all
potential pointer relationships between lo ations in on rete
states that may o ur during P 's exe ution. However, only
lo ations that an be a essed during the exe ution of P
are of interest. Therefore, we de ne the notion of rea hable
lo ations.

Definition 3.1.

In a on rete state, a lo ation l\ is

rea hable if there exists a visible variable whose store on-

tents an (indire tly) in lude l\ (i.e., there is an expression
whose L-value is l\ ).

We infer the pointer relationships among rea hable lo ations by omputing a pro edural pointer information that
aims at representing the single lo ation a formal points-to
at the pro edure entry. This se tion des ribes the abstra t
state representing pointer relationships and an algorithm to
ompute this state.

3.3.1 Procedural Points-to State

We formalize an abstra t state that regards pointer relationships among rea hable lo ations of P as follows:

Definition 3.2. A pro edural abstra t points-to state
of P (PPT) is a quadruple stateP = (BAP ; lo P ; ptP ; smP )
where:

 BAP

is a set of abstra t lo ations that represent all

rea hable on rete base addresses.



lo P : visvarP ! 2BAP maps variables into set of abstra t lo ations representing the variable's global or sta k
lo ations.



ptP : BAP

! 2BAP

abstra t the possible pointers. A

on rete pointer is represented by a ptP relationship
between the abstra t lo ations representing the base addresses of the pointer's sour e and target lo ation.



smP : BAP

! f1; 1g is an abstra t

ount on the num-

ber of on rete base addresses represented by an abstra t lo ation, i.e., sm(ba) = 1 when ba may repre-

sent more than one base address in a given on rete
store, and 1 when it is guaranteed to represent at most

one base address. An abstra t lo ation having sm = 1

is a summary abstra t lo ation. Summary abstra t
lo ations an be used to represent unbounded sets of
base addresses.

We say that a PPT (BAP ; lo P ; ptP ; smP ) is a sound approximation of a on rete state (L\ ; BA\ ; aSize\ ; lo \ ; st\ ;
numBytes\ ; base \ ) in a pro edure P if there exists a fun tion
: BA\ ! BAP satisfying the following requirements:
Base For all rea hable b\ 2 BA\ : (b\ ) 2 BAP .
Sta k For all v 2 visvarp : (lo \ (v)) 2 lo (v).
Pointer For all l1 \ ; l2 \ 2 L\ s.t., l1 \ and l2 \ are rea h-

able, and satisfying st\ (l1 \ ) = l2 \ :
pt( (base \ (l1 \ ))).

(base \ (l2 \ )) 2

Event

Emitted Code

hei i" = heii; for every dhei iepre in post [P ℄
entry of P (f1 ; f2 ; : : : ; fn ) \assume
(pre [P ℄(f1 ; f2 ; : : : ; fn ));
return hei
return valueP = hei;
exit P
assert(post [P ℄(f1 ; f2 ; : : : ; fn ));
f \hei i" = heii; for every dhei iepre in post [g ℄
assert(pre [g ℄(a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; am ));
return valueg = g (a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; am );
hei = g(a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; am )
assume(post [g ℄(a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; am ));
hei = return valueg ; g
Table 2: The emitted C ode for e e ted statements. The notation pre [x ℄(e1 ; e2 ; : : : ; em ) stands for the pre ondition of pro edure x where formal fi is repla ed with the expression ei . The expression post [x ℄ is obtained
similar to pre [x ℄, however ea h of the dhei iepre expression is repla ed with the variable \hei i". return valuex is
a designated variable representing the return value in the post ondition of pro edure x.
Summary For all b 2 BAp , s.t., smP (b) = 1, and b1 \ ; b2 \ 2

BA\ having (b \ ) = (b \ ) = b: b \ = b \ .
1

Definition 3.3.

2

1
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A stateP is a sound approximation

of P if it is a sound approximation of all the on rete states
that may arise during the exe ution of P .

 {{
lr 
 
lbuf 
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(a)



lPtrEndLo 

(b)

L-values and R-values are generalized to return sets of
abstra t lo ations. In parti ular for a visible pointer variable
q:

Figure 6: The whole-program points-to information for the running example (a), and the PPT for
SkipLine (b).

lq (state) def
= lo P (q)
def S
rq (state) = l2lq (state) ptP (l)
S
= l2lo P (q) ptP (l)

exist. We de ided to bias towards pre ise representation
of formal parameters, with the intention to ondu t strong
updates on their properties in many ases.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the pro ess. When possible we denote
abstra t lo ations as either as L-values (e.g., ls ) or as the
R-value (e.g. rbuf ) of some pointer. We an see that a
new abstra t lo ation rPtrEndText represents the (unique)
on rete lo ation whi h holds the value of *PtrEndText.
Given a global abstra t pointer state of the whole program Gstate = (BA; lo ; pt; sm), let us onstru t, a PPT
for P stateP = (BAP ; lo P ; ptP ; smP ). The mapping lo P
is omputed by proje ting lo to the visible variables of P .
Similarly, BAP and smP are omputed by in luding abstra t
lo ations rea hable from visible variables of P .
An initial value for ptP is obtained by proje tion. In our
running example, this yields the same state as the global
points-to information shown in Fig. 6(a) without the lbuf
abstra t lo ation. We aim at a potentially more pre ise

3.3.2 Constructing Procedural Information

CSSV omputes a sound approximation statep in two stages:
First, a whole-program analysis is applied to ompute a
global abstra t points-to state of the whole program Gstate =
(BA; lo ; pt; sm) where:

 BA in ludes all abstra t lo ations.


lo : var ! 2BA .

 pt : BA ! 2BA .


sm : BA ! f1; 1g.

This global state is guaranteed to be a sound approximation
of all pro edures. Se ond, this global state is used to onstru t a sound approximation of P . Many possible solutions

x :=

Boolean parameterizable( PPT stateP , formal f )

f

g

let stateP = (BAP ; lo P ; ptP ; smP )
let lf = lo P (f ) // the L-value of f
if smP (lf ) = 1 return false
let fl1 ; l2 ; : : : ; lm g = pt(lf ) // the R-values of f
for i = 1 to m
if smP (ri ) = 1 return false
remove from
pt edges from lf to lj where j 6= i,
and let pt0 be the resultant points-to map.
if exists a rea hable node rj ; j 6= i in pt0 then
return false
// at most one of the on rete lo ations pointed-to by f
// is rea hable in a on rete state represented by stateP
return true;

Figure 7: Algorithm to onservatively he k that at
most one on rete lo ation is represented by the set
pointed-to by a formal parameter f .

unknown; Assigns any value to. x

Either the true or the false bran h
an be taken.
The semanti s of the assume onstru t in the integer program is to restri t the behavior of nondeterministi programs. Finally, for larity, we use mathemati al onstru ts
in the IP.
The IP in ludes onstraint variables used to denote interesting semanti properties su h as o sets. C2IP generates update statements assigning new values to onstraint
variables, re e ting the hanges in the semanti properties.
Assert statements over the onstraint variables are generated for he king the safety of basi C expressions and for
verifying ontra ts. In addition, C2IP an validate pointer
assertions if spe i ed in the ontra ts. Due to the ow insensitivity of our pointer analysis, this apability is rather
weak in terms of pre ision. When a pre ondition may not
hold, an error message is reported.
if (unknown)

representation. A onservative algorithm to he k if it is
sound to merge the nodes l1 ; l2 ; : : : ; lm pointed-to by a formal f without reating a new summary node is presented in
3.4.1 Constraint Variables
Fig. 7. This algorithm he ks that for every on rete store
at most one on rete lo ation is represented by rf (the set
For every abstra t lo ation, l, C2IP generates the followof abstra t lo ations pointed-to by a formal parameter f ).
ing onstraint variables :
The orre tness of the algorithm is established in [8℄.
When permitted, the merge is done by (i) repla ing l1 ; l2 ; : : : ; lm  l:val to represent potential primitive values stored in
the lo ations represented by l.
by a single non-summary abstra t lo ation rf . (ii) setting
S pt(l ). This may improve the pre ision of dept(rf ) to m
i
 l:o set to represent potential o sets of the pointers
i=1
stru tive updates through f , but may de rease the pre ision
represented by l, i.e., l:o set onservatively represents
of other updates.
index \ (st\ (l\ )) for every lo ation l\ represented by l.
3.4 C2IP

The C2IP transformation takes the inline(P ) pro edure
with its PPT as input, and produ es an integer program
(IP for short) as output. The generated IP tra ks the string
and integer manipulations of P and of the invoked pro edures. The IP is nondeterministi , re e ting the fa t that
not all values are known. The symbol unknown stands for
an undetermined value. In parti ular, we use the following
expressions:

 l:aSize , l:is nullt and l:len to des ribe the allo ation

size, whether the base address ontains a null terminated string, and the length of the string (ex luding
the null byte) of all lo ations represented by l.

3.4.2 Translating Statements

Transforming C expressions involves querying the PPT to
obtain the abstra t lo ations a pointer may point-to. For
simpli ity, in this subse tion we assume that every pointer
may only point to a single non-summary abstra t lo ation.

C Exp. Generated IP Condition
*p
p + i

lp :o set  0^
((rp :is nullt ^ lp :o set  rp :len )_
(:rp :is nullt ^ lp :o set < rp :aSize ))
lp :o set + li :val  0 ^
lp :o set + li :val  rp :aSize

Table 3: Asserted IP onditions for C expressions.

Thus, lp (representing the global or sta k lo ation of p), and
rp (representing the lo ation pointed-to by p) are both singletons for every pointer p. In Se tion 3.4.2.3, the handling
of arbitrary PPT is dis ussed.
3.4.2.1 Safety Checks.

For every basi C expression, there is a ondition that veri es the validity of the expression. Table 3 lists the generated assert expressions. On every dereferen e to an address,
a he k that the address is within bounds is generated. The
upper bound is he ked depending on whether the bu er is
null-terminated. If it is, the dereferen ed lo ation is he ked
to be at or before the null-termination byte. CSSV follows
[15, pp.205℄ and he ks that the result of pointer arithmeti
is either before or at the rst lo ation beyond the upper
bound.
3.4.2.2 Update Statements.

C2IP generates statements to re e t semanti hanges regarding the properties tra ked. Table 4 displays the generated statements from transforming CoreC statements and
onditional expressions involving pointers to bu ers, whi h
is the interesting part of C2IP.
On allo ation, the resultant pointer always points to the
base address. Therefore, its o set is always zero. We set
the allo ation size of the abstra t lo ation that represents
the newly allo ated lo ation. Destru tive updates are separated into two ases: (i) The assignment of the null hara ter, whi h sets the bu er to a null-terminated string. The
length of the string is the lo ation of the rst zero byte.
C2IP generates a he k that all dereferen es are before the
null-termination byte (if it exists). Therefore, we an safely

assume that when assigning a null-termination byte it is the
rst one. (ii) In the assignment of a non-zero hara ter, it
is he ked if the null-termination byte was overwritten.
The generated IP does not ontain fun tion alls. Be ause
C2IP transforms the inline(P ) pro edure, the pre- and postonditions of an invoked pro edure g are transformed. However, the all to a pro edure needs to be analyzed onservatively. C2IP onverts the all to g with the modify lause of
g and substitutes a tual for formal parameters. The modify lause is interpreted as assignments of unknown to the
onstraint variables of the abstra t lo ations that represent
potentially modi ed obje ts.
To in rease pre ision, ertain program onditions are interpreted. The se ond part of Table 4 shows the interpreted
onditions. When he king for null-termination, C2IP repla es the ondition with a ondition over onstraint variables that tra k length and the existen e of a null- hara ter.
Pointer omparisons are repla ed by expressions that ompute the expression over the appropriate offset eld.
For ease of use, the ontra t language allows spe ifying
attributes on pointers instead of on base addresses. For example, p.allo represents the allo ation size starting at the
lo ation pointed to by p. The last part of Table 4 lists the
transformation of ontra t's attributes to onstraint variables by referring to the abstra t lo ations pointed to by
the spe i ed pointer.
3.4.2.3 Other C Constructs.

The points-to graph ontains may information, representing the fa t that a pointer may or may not point to a spe i
lo ation. Furthermore, all pointers to a summary abstra t
lo ation are may pointers. To re e t the fa t that a base
address represented by l may or may not be modi ed, C2IP
generates every update statement (shown in Table 4 ) as a
nondeterministi assignment, under an if (unknown) statement. On the other hand, to be onservative, the analysis
must take into a ount all possible values of a pointer, and
verify expressions on all possible pointer values. This is

done for all the generated assert statements and program
onditions.
To handle asting and unions, C2IP generates for an assignment to one type of onstraint variable assignments of
unknown to the other onstraint variables. For example, an
assignment of an integer to a on rete lo ation represented
by abstra t lo ation l yields an assignment to l:val . In addition, C2IP generates the assignment l.o set := unknown. In
parti ular, a ast to and from pointer type is onservatively
handled by an assignment to unknown.
The pointer analysis determines whi h fun tions may be
invoked at a all statement via a fun tion pointer. Then,
CSSV generates a non-deterministi statement that sele ts
an arbitrary fun tion all.
It is diÆ ult to write general ontra ts for the format
fun tions, su h as sprintf() and printf(). Therefore, for
the format fun tions, C2IP generates automati ally pre- and
post- ondition a ording to the exa t alling ontext. CSSV
warns in ases where the format parameter is not a onstant.
3.4.2.4 The Complexity of C2IP.

The number of onstraint variables in the IP is O(V )
where V is the number of variables and allo ation sites in
the C program. Be ause a pointer may point to V abstra t
lo ations, the translation of a C expression that ontains one
pointer generates O(V ) IP statements. Therefore, the size
of the IP is O(S  V ); where S is the number of C expressions. This is an order-of-magnitude improvement over the
transformation in [9℄, whi h generates O(V 2 ) variables and
O(S  V 2 ) statements.
3.5 Integer Analysis

The nal step of CSSV analyzes the IP and reports potential assert violations. In theory, any sound integer analysis
an be used. Be ause many of the tra ked semanti properties are external to the pro edure, and sometimes, even to
the whole appli ation, it is essential to tra k relationships
between onstraint variables and not just possible values.
Furthermore, many of the onditions to infer involve three

C Constru t
p = Allo (i);
p = q + i;

IP Statements

lp :o set := 0;
rp :aSize := li :val ;
rp :is nullt := false ;
lp :o set := lq :o set + li :val ;

if = 0 then f
rp :len := lp :o set ;
rp :is nullt := true ; g
*p = ;
else
if rp :is nullt ^ lp :o set = rp :len then
lp :is nullt := unknown ;
if rp :is nullt ^ lp :o set = rp :len then
l :val := 0;
= *p;
else l :val := unknown ;
g (a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; am ); mod[g ℄(a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; am );
rp :is nullt ^ rp :len = lp :o set
*p == 0
p

>

q

p.allo
p.o set
p.is nullt
p.strlen

lp :o set > lq :o set
rp :aSize lp :o set
lp :o set
rp :is nullt
rp :len lp :o set

Table 4: The generated transformation for C statements, onditional expressions and ontra ts' attributes. p and q are variables of type pointer to
har. i and are variables of int type. Allo is a
memory allo ation routine, e.g., mallo and allo a.

and more properties, e.g., the post ondition of SkipLine regarding the new o set of *PtrEndText. Therefore, be ause
our goal is as few as possible false messages, we apply the
linear-relation-analysis algorithm [3, 12℄ whi h dis overs linear inequalities among numeri al variables. This method
identi es linear inequalities of the form: ni=1 i xi + b  0,
where xi is an integer variable and i and b are onstants. In
our ase, xi are the onstraint variables. Upon termination
of the integer analysis, the information at every ontrol- ow
node onservatively represents the inequalities that are guaranteed to hold whenever the ontrol rea hes the respe tive
point. The reader is referred to [3, 12, 9℄ for information
about integer analysis.
3.5.1 Assert checking

During integer analysis, ea h assert statement is veried. This is done by he king if the asserted integer expression is implied by the linear inequalities that hold at the
orresponding ontrol- ow node. If it is not implied then

rbuf :aSize = SIZE
rbuf :len
 1
rbuf :aSize  rbuf :len + 1
ls :o set
= rbuf :len

(a)
[5℄ SkipLine(1,&s);
require(rbuf :aSize ls :o set > 1 )
error:

the require may be violated when:

rbuf :aSize = rbuf :len + 1

(b)

Figure 8: A report on the error in line [5℄ of main.
The derived inequalities before exe ution of line [5℄
of main (a), and a ounter example (b).

a ounter-example is generated. The ounter-example des ribes the values of the onstraint variables where a string
error in the C program may arise.
Fig. 8 demonstrates how the stati integer-analysis algorithm identi es the error in the all to SkipLine in line [5℄
of main. The algorithm yields that the inequalities shown
in Fig. 8 (a) hold before the exe ution of line [5℄, and that
when the equality shown in Fig. 8 (b) holds a violation of
SkipLine's pre ondition o urs.

ening the pre ondition with a set of linear inequalities
generated by the analysis at the pro edure entry.

5. Writeba k | by using the PPT, onvert the pre- and
the post- onditions of IP 2 to C expressions over the
formal parameters and global variables of P .
The derivation pro ess an also start with manually given
ontra ts. For appli ations with a y li all graphs, the
above pro ess an be automati ally applied in a bottom-up
fashion, starting with the leaf pro edures.
4.1 Integer Analysis

The ASPost algorithm is essentially the algorithm of Se tion 3.5 without reporting false alarms. It omputes linear
inequalities that hold at the exit point. Lo al variables are
eliminated. The resulting inequalities are added to the input
4. DERIVING CONTRACTS
post ondition.
This se tion presents integer-analysis algorithms to strengthen To improve the e e tiveness of the derivation, the inliner
phase is allowed to add designated variables to re ord values
pre- and post- onditions. The following pro ess is applied
of properties that may be modi ed by P. For every potento a pro edure P :
tially modi ed integer property expressed as a C expression
1. Compute side-e e t information for P.
hei, the inline(P ) pro edure in ludes a new variable \hei"
with an additional C statement
2. Run the inliner and C2IP with va uous true pre- and
post- ondition whi h produ es an integer program IP 0 .
assume(\hei" == hei);
3. Run ASPost, a forward integer analysis of [3℄ on IP 0
During the writeba k pro ess, this variable is repla ed by
whi h omputes a safe approximation of the strongest
an appropriate dheiepre expression in the post ondition. In
post ondition. Obtain a new IP program IP 1 by strengththis example, sin e *PtrEndText may be modi ed, variables
ening the post ondition with the set of linear inequaliare used to re ord all its properties. In parti ular, a varities generated by the integer analysis at the pro edure
able \rPtrEndText :o set " re ords the value of the expression
exit.
rPtrEndText :o set at the entry.
4. Run AWPre, a ba kward integer analysis on IP 1 whi h
The linear relationships obtained by ASPost when applied
omputes an approximation to the weakest liberal preto SkipLine in the running example with a true pre ondiondition. Obtain a new IP program IP 2 by strengthtion are:

*PtrEndText.o set >= d*PtrEndText.offset epre + NbLine
N:is nullt = true
N:len = rPtrEndText :o set
rPtrEndText :o set  \rPtrEndText :o set " + lNbLine :val

(1)
The existen e of a null-termination byte and the new
length of the base address points to-by *PtrEndText is omputed by ASPost pre isely. ASPost nds a relationship between the old and new o sets of *PtrEndText. However,
this relationship is weaker than the manually provided one
on whi h the inequality is an equality. Both ASPost and
AWPre may lose information due to joins of ontrol- ow
paths and due to the widening operation.
AWPre is similar to the forward algorithm in the sense
that it uses the same abstra t domain and abstra t operations. The main di eren e is the treatment of assignments,
whi h are handled by substitutions.
4.2 Write Back

The pre- and post- onditions generated by AWPre and
ASPost are onverted into C expressions over the formal
parameters and global variables of P . These expressions are
added to the input ontra ts using logi al-and operator.
4.2.1 Obtaining Postconditions

Re all that the integer analysis omputes properties of abstra t lo ations. Ea h su h abstra t lo ation orresponds to
a set of L-value expressions over global and formal variables
of P. Consider an abstra t lo ation l and assume, for simpli ity, that there is a unique expression, say e, whose L-value is
l. In this ase, every onstraint variable in the inequalities
that o ur in the exit are repla ed by substituting e for a.
Ea h o urren e of a designated formal parameter \hei" is
repla ed by dheiepre. Finally, the semanti properties are
onverted to the ontra t-language attributes.
For the equations in (1), the writeba k algorithm yields:
**PtrEndText.is nullt &&
**PtrEndText.strlen = 0 &&

When an abstra t lo ation orresponds to a set of Lvalue expressions, we generate a weaker post ondition using
logi al-or operator. An alternative would be to ignore some
of these expressions, whi h may lead to false alarms when
the pro edure is analyzed by CSSV.
4.2.2 Obtaining Preconditions

Generating C expressions for pre onditions from the entry
inequalities is similar to the pro ess of generating post ondition. The main di eren e is that we use logi al-and instead
of logi al-or when multiple expressions orrespond to the
same abstra t lo ation.
5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Implementing the CSSV tool is non-trivial be ause of the
ompli ated aspe ts of C and program analysis. We have
implemented a prototype of CSSV with signi ant help from
the Semanti s Based Tools group at Mi rosoft Resear h and
from Greta Yorsh from Tel-Aviv university. The ompiler
from C to CoreC is built upon the AST-Toolkit. CSSV uses
Golf, a ow-insensitive ontext-sensitive points-to analysis
te hnique, as the underlying whole program pointer analysis.
Golf uses ow edges to represent assignments. Partial must
information on pointer aliases is extra ted from these edges.
Both the integer analysis and the automati derivation of
pre- and post- ondition were implemented using the Poly
library.
We applied CSSV to pro edures from the following: (i) A
string-manipulation library from EADS Airbus with a total
of 400 lines and 11 pro edures. (ii) xwrites | part of web2
a onverter from TeX, Metafont, and other related WEB
programs to C. fixwrites onsist of 460 lines and eight
pro edures. We have manually written ontra ts for the
analyzed pro edures.
Table 5 des ribes the ben hmark hara teristi s and the
analysis results. The olumn LOC displays the number
of sour e lines in the original sour e. Column SLOC dis-

plays the number of sour e lines after the sour e-to-sour e
transformation. The Contra t olumn investigates the difulty of manually providing a ontra t. We use the hara ters `S',`B' and `I' as follows: (S) for simple spe i ation,
su h as string and is within bounds, (B) for spe ifying
the boundaries of bu ers, and (I) for other integer relations.
There was no need to provide pointer spe i ation for the
analyzed ode.
Columns IP Vars and IP size report the number of variables and statements in the integer program produ ed by
C2IP. Columns CPU and Spa e display the running time
and total allo ated spa e of CSSV. The measurements were
done using a 900 MHz Intel Pentium-III CPU with 512MB
of memory, running Windows 2000.
The Msg olumns lassify the messages reported by CSSV.
Messages are lassi ed as errors for ases where there is an
input to the appli ation on whi h the error o urs. The
errors dete ted are due to unsafe alls to library fun tions,
su h as str py(), unsafe assumptions that an input ontains
a spe i hara ter, or unsafe pointer arithmeti .
There are six false messages on Airbus's ode. The program destru tively assigns a non-zero hara ter to a ertain
pla e in a bu er. CSSV fails to infer that this hara ter is
non zero. The fun tion skip balan ed safely assumes that
the input parameter ontains a balan ed number of parentheses. This is veri ed by the whole fun tion whi h is alled
prior to skip balaned. This example demonstrates that in
some ases it is hard to separate safety from orre tness.
To show that this fun tion is safe, we need to verify orre tness, i.e., that the implementation orre tly he ks that
the input string ontains a balan ed number of parentheses.
Fortunately, in most of the analyzed examples, this is not
the ase, i.e., the safety does not depend on orre tness.
The Deriving olumns provides information about the
e e tiveness of the AWPre and ASPost algorithms. It is
not trivial to measure the result in terms of pre ision. A
new ontra t for a fun tion P an hange the result of the
analysis of P itself and of pro edures invoking P . We pro-

vide a simple measurement that is independent of the alling ontext. We run ASPost to generate a post ondition,
AWPre to generate a pre ondition, and then run CSSV.
Columns CPU and Spa e display the running time and
total allo ated spa e of both ASPost and AWPre. Column
Va uous displays the number of false-alarm messages reported by CSSV when a va uous ontra t for the analyzed
pro edure is provided. Column Auto displays the number
of false alarms reported by CSSV when using the automatially derived ontra ts. On average, the manually provided
ontra ts redu e the number of false alarms by 93% as ompared to the va uous ontra ts' false alarms, while the automati derivation algorithm redu es the number of message by 25%. The derived pre onditions are in many ases
weaker than the manually provided ones. Our initial study
indi ates that this happens when the integer analysis joins
two di erent pro edure behaviors. One potential remedy to
this impre ision is by using sets of linear inequalities that
allow to pre isely represent logi al-or.
6. RELATED WORK
6.1 Static Detection of String Errors

Although the problem of string-manipulation safety he king is to verify that a esses are within bounds [16, 1, 26℄,
the domain of string programs requires that the analysis be
apable of tra king the following features of the C programming language: (i) handling standard C fun tions, su h as
str py() and strlen(), whi h perform an unbounded number of loop iterations; (ii) stati ally estimating the length of
strings (in addition to the sizes of allo ated base addresses);
this length is dynami ally hanged based on the index of
the rst null hara ter; and (iii) simultaneously analyzing
pointer and integer values is required whi h pre isely handle pointer arithmeti and destru tive updates.
Many a ademi proje ts produ e unsound tools to stati ally dete t string-manipulation errors. In [18℄ an extension to LCLint is presented. It uses unsound lightweight
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CPU
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Spa e

Errors

MB

Deriving
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Msg
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IP Size

IP Vars
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False

EADS Airbus
xwrites

RTC Si SkipLine
RTC Se CopieEtFiltre
RTC Si FiltrerCarNonImp
RTC Si Find
RTC Si StrNCat
RTC Si Cal ulerStringTime
RTC Si FormatM duToFormatprinter
RTC Si StoreIntInBu er
RTC Se ComposerEntete
remove newline
insert long
join
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skip balan ed
bare

Contra t

Sour e Code

SLOC

Fun tion

LOC

App.

Table 5: The experimental results.

te hniques, heuristi s, and in- ode annotations are used to
he k for bu er over ow vulnerabilities. Eau laire [2℄, a
tool based on ESC-Java, he k for se urity holes in C programs by translating a subset of C to guarded ommands.
It's annotation language is similar in sense to CSSV. In [29℄
Wagner et al. present an algorithm that stati ally identi es
string errors by performing a ow insensitive unsound analysis. The main disadvantage of all of these unsound tools is
that they miss errors while CSSV does not miss any error.
Furthermore, none of them an tra k e e ts of pointer arithmeti , a widely used method for string manipulation. Sound
algorithm for stati ally dete ting string errors are presented
in [9, 28℄. However, they an not handle all C, in parti ular multi-level pointers and stru tures. As far as we know,
CSSV is the rst sound tool to handle all C and in a rather
pre ise manner.

We would like to thank Manuvir Das for providing and assisting us with AST-ToolKit and GOLF. Thanks to Bertrand
Jeannet and Ni olas Halbwa hs for providing us the polyhedra library and for their support. Thanks to Greta Yorsh
for her assistan e in the prototype implementation and for
many te hni al insights. Thanks to Seth Hallem, Roman
Manevi h, Tom Reps, and Reinhard Willhelm for their helpful omments.

6.2 The Automatic Derivation Process

8. REFERENCES

The Houdini annotation-derivation tool [10℄ tries ESC/Java
with di erent annotations. Su h an approa h is inadequate
in our ase be ause the number of potential annotations is
unbounded. In ontrast, we derive a ontra t by forward
and ba kward analyses of the integer program [11℄.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Bu er over ow is one of the most harmful sour e of defe ts
in C programs. Moreover, it makes software vulnerable to
ha ker atta ks. We believe that CSSV provides eviden e
that sound analysis an be applied to verify stati ally the
absen e of all string errors in realisti appli ations.
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